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General Comments

On the whole the paper made similar demands in comparison with the previous year’s paper.
This year’s paper was well received by the majority of candidates. Overall the general
quality of candidates’ work was a little better than last year as candidates and teachers have
a better understanding of the specification requirements and assessment tasks. Candidates
at the upper end scored slightly better marks and comprehension texts seemed to be more
interesting and accessible. In some cases, at the lower end of the ability range, the quality of
language was poor and candidates copied parts of the text by matching a phrase or a part of
the sentence with the vocabulary used in the questions. Some candidates could not write
the complete answer as they had difficulties in understanding what the questions required of
them. All questions were clear in demanding the required answers and there was no
ambiguity.

The majority of candidates found the paper well within their reach and attempted every
question. The answers provided by the majority of candidates were well structured and
interesting and they managed to score better marks in comparison with the previous year.

Section 1

Comprehension questions

Question 1

This question was attempted by all candidates and the majority of them provided the correct
answer. A few candidates at the lower end of the ability range could not provide the correct
answer. The required answer was “prvasI pNjab iv<c pese Bejwe hn qe qr<kI huNwI hE jA je prvasI pEse

na Bejx qA pNjab wa ivkas ruk javega .”

Question 2

The majority of candidates answered this question well and provided both key points
required which were “ wu]abe we ]qe iksan qe karIgr lok ” . Both points were required to get

the mark. There were some candidates at the lower end of the ability range who answered
only one part of this question and they were not awarded the mark.

Question 3

This question was answered well by the majority of candidates and almost all candidates
who answered this correctly provided both points mentioned in the text “izlaka ]mIr ho ig]a /

pRqI pirvar ]amwnI sare pNjab naloM vW gzI .”

Question 4

This question appeared to be demanding as it required candidates to mention two points.
Since they had to deduce the information from the text some candidates found it difficult to
score full marks. The points they were supposed to write were ‘(i) Krc qe ]amwnI wa ihsab

nhIM rihNwa qe kzI varI Krc ]amwnI naloM iZ]awa ho jAwa hE . (ii) iksan ¥ pqa hI nhIM huNwa ik pEse

bcxge jA nhIM .’A small number of candidates missed out one of the points and wrote “bahrle

pEse nal iksan Gata J<l skwa hE”. This was marked wrong as it was part of the answer to

Question 5.
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Question 5

The majority of candidates managed to score full marks on this question. They were
required to write the following two points “(i) “bahrle pEse nal iksan Gata J<l skwa hE . (ii)

ivweSI pEse wI mww nal hI mihNgI ZmIn KrIw irha hE .”

Question 6

This question was the most demanding as there were good distractors in the text. A
significant number of candidates did not score full marks. The question required candidates
to write the following two points (i) “ pNjab iv<c hr roZ krofA rupze ivweSA qoM ja rhe hn ijnHA nal

pNjab KuShal ho irha hE ]qe (ii) ivweSI pEse nal lok BlazI we bhuq karj ho rhe hn . However many

candidates mentioned “ je ivweSI pEsa na ]ave qA pNjab vI bNgal vAg Bu<KmrI wa iSkar ho jave .”

Since this fact indicates the impact of the support provided by Panjabi people living abroad it
was accepted and awarded a mark. Candidates at the upper end of the ability range
answered this question well and scored full marks while lower ability candidates did not score
full marks.

Question 7

There were mixed responses to this question. As it required three points, the majority of
candidates answered this question well but some candidates did not give all three points.
Some candidates appeared to be confused and they wrote “srkar ZmInA qe kbZe kr rhI hE ”.

As this was not the fact portrayed in the text, they were not awarded a mark. The required
points were “(i) srkar wa vqIra mafa hE qe [unHA wI]A lofA v<l iW]an nhIM we rhI , (ii) [unHA wI]A

ZmInA qe kbZe ho rhe hn (iii) pNjab wI puils ]qe ]Psr prvasI pNjabI]A nal cNga slUk nhIM krwe .”

Question 8

This question was answered well by the majority of candidates but some candidates only
answered the first part of the question and did not score full marks.

Question 9

This question was attempted very well by almost all candidates.

Question 10

This question was answered well and the majority of candidates managed to score very good
marks.

Question 11

This question was challenging and the majority of candidates did not score full marks. The
most common errors were made in part (b) izlaava/mhuqaj (d) ]xigxq/beihsab and (e)

pEsa/pUNjI as words were not provided as answers. Some candidates wrote ruip]a as an

answer to part (e); as it is frequently used to refer to the word ‘pEsa’ it was accepted and

awarded a mark.
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Question 12

This question was attempted very well by almost all candidates and they provided a range of
differentiated answers. If a candidate provided an antonym and spelled it correctly, it was
awarded one mark; if this antonym was used in a sentence which made sense then the full
two marks were awarded for each part of the question. This created differentiation in treating
candidates fairly according to their answers. There were candidates at the upper end of the
ability range who scored full marks while some candidates at the lower end did not score
good marks. One of the most common mistakes made was in writing an antonym of the
Panjabi word ‘]amwnI’ .

Marks for knowledge of grammar were awarded according to the quality of work produced by
candidates answering all questions in Section 1. Question 12 was extremely useful in this
determination as it required candidates to write sentences in their own words. Other
questions also gave candidates a real opportunity to write answers in their own words.

Section 2

All candidates could relate to the Panjabi text very well as it was on an appropriate topic.
The passage for translation into English was set on the topic of students doing part-time
work. Almost all candidates understood the language, context and the content of the extract
and the majority of them did well in translating it into English.

A number of candidates translated the first sentence very well. A significant number of
candidates used ‘difficulty’ instead of ‘problem’; if the use of word ‘difficulty’ communicated
the message it was accepted. The majority of candidates missed the word ‘extra’ in the last
sentence of the first paragraph. Many candidates missed out the word ‘usually/often,’ and a
significant number of candidates did not understand the Panjabi equivalent of ‘list’ and did
not translate it. The sentence with a ‘list of shops and offices’ was translated incorrectly and
many candidates failed to gain marks. On the whole, however, this section was attempted
well by almost all candidates and they scored reasonably good marks.

The following is a list of words with which candidates had difficulty:

sm<is]a problem

vaWU extra

sUcI list

vrqa{ behaviour

kwr krnI value

Section 3

This task made similar demands in comparison with last year’s paper and was attempted
well by almost all candidates. Candidates were asked to write a letter to their friend advising
him/her how to deal with his/her brother suffering from drug addiction. Candidates were
given a stimulus to read and five sub-headings to give them the structure to write a letter by
elaborating on them.
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This task appeared to be interesting and candidates had a good knowledge of this topic. The
majority of candidates provided thorough answers and elaborated very well on the points
given. Their answers were interesting and supported with real examples and logical
opinions. Very able candidates and candidates with average ability were able to produce
good language and they scored reasonably good marks for their knowledge of grammar.

A few candidates had difficulties in addressing the points given and writing a letter and a few
wrote an article which was not required by this question. However, the content of their article
was appropriate in the context of the challenge set in this question. These candidates were
awarded marks as they provided acceptable response to the points given. They justified their
answers with their opinions on the points raised in the question. Most candidates were able
to deal with the task very well even if they wrote an article rather than a letter.

A few less able candidates did not produce much writing for this question. They had such a
limited knowledge of Panjabi they could not spell simple words. They copied some
sentences from the stimulus given in the paper to start the task in Section 3 but their
sentences were not structured appropriately. The common mistakes they made were
agreement of verb with singular, plural, masculine or feminine subjects and sentence
endings.

Concluding remarks

On the whole the paper appeared to be fair, well balanced and comparable with last year’s
paper. Although most candidates demonstrated good knowledge of key vocabulary, there
was evidence of poor spelling and syntax error especially in complex sentences. Teachers
are advised to train candidates to read and understand the questions, the demands made by
the questions and the marks allocated to them as some candidates only answered parts of
some questions in Section 1. Teachers need to teach the grammatical structures of the
Panjabi language to prepare them for the demands of an AS examination.

Candidates should be guided, particularly in Section 3, to write their response to the
situations portrayed in the stimulus. They should be advised to read the rubric carefully to
establish what they are being asked to write, whether it is a letter or an article, and then
address the topic in the appropriate format. In order to score good marks, they should
elaborate in their own words on the points given. Where candidates are giving their opinion
they should justify it with logical reasons and examples. It was noted that some candidates
wrote very long letters in Section 3. Candidates are advised to write approximately 200
words; those who wrote more usually disadvantaged themselves as their structure broke
down and their logic became confused.

Mark Ranges and Award of Grades

Grade boundaries and cumulative percentage grades are available on the Results statistics
page of the AQA Website.

http://web.aqa.org.uk/over/stat.html



